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Ho w t o f i l l o u t y o u r pa s s p o r t

RE:MaPPING
New Ways of Thinking About Ourselves
RE:MAPPING is a series of creative
projects led by Liz Clarke & Company
working with people to improve their
mental wellbeing through performance,
writing and other forms of creative
experience.

The Passport of the Imagination and
these little notes are our way of sharing
this unique group experience with
you so that you too can make your
own journey using the RE:MAPPING
experience as a guide.

We began our sessions at Staple Hill
library using the theme RE:MAPPING as
a starting point. During our six sessions,
the group took many journeys – including
into memory and forwards into the future;
across barriers and with friends.

This passport is an invitation to take your
mind for a wander. Its intention is to give
permission to you to allow yourself quiet
moments in busy everyday life.

The Passport of the Imagination is
the result of the work we have created
together. Each page has been designed
and created by the group as a whole.

Whenever you feel crowded in, simply
grab your passport and fly away to a
place of inner strength or to your favourite
memories returning revived and ready or
the next leg of your journey.

Settle in for a time of reflection
Fill in your own passport using the page headings – and remember
there are NO wrong answers! Simply pick up a pen to get started and
see where you end up.
If you’re not sure where to start your journey, try using these prompts
to get you started...

Personal details
Try this excersise... Write you name vertically down the page in
this section. For each letter of your name, think of an adjective that
describes some of your good qualities. For example:
Laughter
Inquisitive
Zil!
As you can see, we don’t mind about grammer, or even if it makes
sense! See where your imagination takes you on this one.
What people say about me
Only positive things in here! Think of what the most important person
in your life would say about you; your passport is a testimony to the
unique and wonderful YOU!
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Best Feature
Sure, we all have our own personal dislikes about our bodies, think
instead of what defines you to other people. Is it your winning smile
that your friends love? Sparkling eyes, or gorgeous hair?
Best Quality
Again try to see yourself through the eyes of others. Are you the most
trusted friend that can be called on at 3am? Are you a good listener?
Are you honest to a tee?

Modes of Transport
Conversation, art and the imagination are some of the suggestions
that the group came up with. What do you love most to ‘escape’ with?
A book? A piece of music?

Stamps
Where have you travelled, in reality or in your dreams and where
would you like your passport to take you? Stamp, draw or write on
these pages.

Memories
A space for your trusted and treasured memories.
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Friends
One of the many enduring strengths of this work were the many
friendships made and strengthened during the RE:MAPPING
process. Each member of the group can now count each other
as friends.
Who in your life deserves their own special mention here?

Place of Strength
Is it an island you go to? An oak tree you sit under?
Is it simply your living room or is it being lost in a book
in the library?
Recording your own special place of escape here can be useful
when you need to ‘get away’ in tricky times and need to remember
where to head!

Lessons I would like to share
from my journeys in life
Oh wise one, having been on your own unique journey through life,
what sage wisdom would you share with others? Or perhaps ask
yourself what would you say to your 16 year old self?

Good times, happy times. Capture them here for posterity.

Dreams, musings and meditations
Let your mind wander wild and free. This is the space to throw off all
your inhibitions – though don’t get naked in the library!
Photo
Preparing for this page saw the group break into an impromptu
conga outside the library in fancy dress! Rifle through the dress up
box and get wild for your very own representation of yourself.
This page is as free as the rest of this artwork; draw, paint or simply
stick a photo in this space. Represent yourself as you are now or how
you would like to be.

Thank you for travelling with us,
enjoy your onward journey!
We would like to thank all the staff at Staple Hill library for making us
feel so welcome over the course of the RE:MAPPINGproject.
Thanks to Joy Rogers, Vivi Stamatatos, Donna Baber and the
RE:MAPPING Steering Group.
Join us for more adventurous journeys
in January 2016 at Hanham Library!
Bon voyage!!
Liz Clarke & Company and Shelley Hodgson
Lizclarke.org

